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Translate the following passages into Chinese. (Each passage is 25 points) 

 
1. Is a new alignment between India and China rising to balance America’s global power? Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao just 

completed a four-day visit to India during which 11 agreements were signed, including a comprehensive five-year strategic 
cooperation pact. In addition, Wen announced that China would support India’s bid for a permanent seat on an expanded 
UN Security Council, and opposed the inclusion of Japan, which the United States supports for a Council seat.  

With over a third of the world’s population and two of the globe’s highest economic growth rates, an alliance between 
China and India could be a serious factor in world politics. While both are developing countries – many of whose people 
remain impoverished – they also boast impressive capabilities in information age technologies both for civilian and military 
purposes. As Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh put it during Wen’s visit, “India and China can together reshape the 
world order.”  

--from An India-China Axis By Joseph S. Nye 

 

2. In recent years, the Netherlands, Belgium, Canada, and Spain have recognized marriages between people of the same sex. 
Several other countries recognize civil unions with similar legal effect. An even wider range of countries have laws against 
discrimination on the basis of a person’s sexual orientation, in areas like housing and employment. Yet in the world’s 
largest democracy, India, sex between two men remains a crime punishable, according to statute, by imprisonment for life.  

India is not, of course, the only nation to retain severe punishments for homosexuality. In some Islamic nations – 
Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen, for instance – sodomy is a crime for which the maximum penalty is 
death. But the retention of such laws is easier to understand in the case of countries that incorporate religious teachings 
into their criminal law – no matter how much others may regret it – than in a secular democracy like India.  

--from Homosexuality Is Not Immoral By Peter Singer 

 

3. The urgent, political need for skilled translators became abundantly clear in the tragic wake of 9/11, as institutions charged 
with protecting national security scrambled to find linguistically proficient specialists to decode intercepts and documents. 
Translation and global diplomacy seemed never to have been so mutually implicated. As America’s monolingualism was 
publicly criticized as part of renewed calls for shared information, mutual understanding across cultural and religious 
divides, and multilateral cooperation, translation moved to the fore as an issue of major political and cultural significance. 
No longer deemed a mere instrument of international relations, business, education, and culture, translation took on special 
relevance as a matter of war and peace.  

--from Emily Apter, The Translation Zone, p. 3 

 

4. Texts tell stories, whether that be Einstein’s theory of relativity, Hall’s theory of identity or the latest episode of The 
Simpsons. Consequently, narrative theory plays a part in cultural studies. A narrative is an ordered sequential account 
which makes claims to be a record of events. Narratives are the structured form in which stories advance explanations for 
the ways of the world. Narratives offer us frameworks of understanding and rules of reference about the way the social 
order is constructed and in doing so supply answers to the question: how shall we live?  

--from Chris Barker, Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice, p. 31 


